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Manage Maximize

Simple to deploy and easy to use

Estate wide dashboard for site 
performance comparisons

Cooling Advisor and autonomous 
control to drive energy savings

Internet of Things (IoT) enabled family
of wireless thermal sensors
Ultra-low cost sensors with 5 year

Unique cooling duty meter to show

power logging systems
Secure, encrypted data transmission

Secure
EkkoLink

Multiple estate based
Critical Things IoT
sensors and hubs

Cloud based EkkoSoft Critical SaaS

Key personnel

Estate wide dashboard
Easy to understand one 

Performance 
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account for almost a 
third of unplanned data 
center outages.

provides 100% rack-level 
ASHRAE thermal 

reducing risk.

running at 34% cooling 

Even the best run data 

issues and cooling is the 

consumer.

for 24% average cooling 

ROI of 10 months.

The           Sense® Effect



builder, quickly gather thermal insights with 



Planning for power, cooling and 

of expensive and complex 

features comprehensive 

Variance and release stranded 

with a simple interface and a 

person, plan, 3D views and 

changes, providing immediate 
insight into their impact on 
power, cooling and space 

center changes would impact 

and ASHRAE compliance. 

Combining the power of 

enables split screen 

the thermal changes before and 

EkkoAir, our unique vendor 

in-built Cooling Advisor module 

that can remove areas of 
thermal risk, improve 

standards and unlock 10%+ 

decision-making, and delivering 

data center space, power and 
cooling to help manage risk and 

our Estate Page dashboards 

how their whole estate is 
performing, with both site and 

performance metrics as well as 
full alerts and alarm monitoring 

temperature, compliance and 
PUE performance. 



Unlocks 10%+ data
center cooling energy
savings in-house

that can unlock data center cooling 

 

 that need changing
• Provide guidance on immediate   
 adjustments to cooling set points



Providing space, power 
and cooling capacity 
planning – not just 

 that need changing
• Provide guidance on immediate   
 adjustments to cooling set points

 and cooling for future projects

 Variance – where racks might have   

 not using

 supports adding new racks, adding   



management
 Things sensors and 

hubs provide rack level and cooling unit level 
thermal data via secure 128 bit AES 



wireless thermal sensors EkkoSensor

EkkoAir

Receives data from EkkoHubs 
for secure forwarding to 

EkkoLink

from up to 500 wireless 
EkkoSensors within a 20m radius 

EkkoHub



EkkoSensor

®

® sensors are compact, 

® 

EkkoSensors are self-contained, 

direct sensor-to-hub linkage, facilitates 

life and performance. 

temperature alert thresholds. The screens 

assessment on site. 

 

EkkoAir

DIN rail mount enclosure with two compact 

measurements are made using standard 
millivolt output current transformers. An 
opto-isolated 12V-24V AC input is provided. 

intervals of between 30 seconds and 10 

an instantaneous value, or as the average 

the transmit interval ensuring that changes 

between transmissions are captured.
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EkkoHub

®

 

EkkoHubs are powered from a standard 

®

® sensor 

(THX, TDX) and wireless EkkoAirs. The 

EkkoLink

on-site EkkoSense network (for EkkoHubs) 

 

devices such as power meters for forwarding 

running Debian 9. It can be installed in client 

wall mount rack along with other 
infrastructure such as a PoE switch for the 
EkkoHubs. 
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